PACIFIC BARKCLOTH 101:
Learning About Polynesian Tapa
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Tapa – An Introduction to Pacific Barkcloth

Barkcloth, also called tapa, is made by women and is a material expression of culture and identity
throughout the Pacific. Also made in parts of Africa, Southeast Asia and South America, tapa is a nonwoven cloth made from the inner bark (also known as bast) of selected trees. In Polynesia, the triangle
between Hawai’i, Rapa Nui (Easter Island) and Aotearoa New Zealand and the area that this booklet
covers, the three most common trees are the paper mulberry tree (Broussonetia papyrifera), breadfruit
tree (Artocarpus altilis) and the banyan tree (Ficus prolixa). All of these are members of the Moraceae
(fig) family.
Most barkcloth in Polynesia was and is made from the inner bark of the paper mulberry tree. Paper
mulberry is native to Southeast Asia, and genetic evidence shows that it was carried from Taiwan and
cultivated in plantations by early voyagers, spreading throughout Polynesia.

Left: Hunterian E.417/9, Tahiti; Top: Hunterian E.667, Hawai’i; Bottom: Hunterian E.670, Cook Islands
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Tapa making has been a continuous practice in many parts of the Pacific, but disappeared in other parts,
including areas of Polynesia, during the 19th century.
Today, it is being revived in places such as Hawai’i and remains strong in areas such as Tonga, Samoa
and Fiji. It is considered both an art and a craft; as a medium it demonstrates supreme artistic creativity
and beauty. Tapa’s functionality and adaptability, in its various forms, paired with its importance in
cultural practice demonstrates its significance to the people who make and use it. But while the artistic
quality is clear to all who view tapa, the intricate and diverse skills of the manufacturing process are not
always so apparent.

Left: Kew EBC 42862/1, Fiji; Top: Hunterian E.417/2, Niue; Bottom: Hunterian E.592/1, Samoa
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Manufacture - Technical Phases

Above: a cut paper mulberry tree stem showing the
layers of outer bark and inner bark
Left: u’a (paper mulberry trees) being harvested by
Regina Meredith in Leone, American Samoa
Below: Diﬀerent phases of tapa manufacture
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Demonstration - Beating Bark

https://youtu.be/BCEvSm9CquE
This video shows barkcloth beating (phases 4 and 5) in Tonga by the Tongiake Melie ‘a Fafine Lapaha. The intial beating of the raw material aims to open up fibre structures.
This brings each strip of inner bark into a suitable condition to become part of a finished cloth. The following phase, here called ‘spreading and homogenisation’, aims to
increase the surface area of the tapa until it reaches its greatest possible size without ripping or tearing it. It also aims to make the sheet’s thickness as uniform and even as
possible.
Video Clip: ‘Ngatu: Barkcloth in the Kingdom of Tonga’. Produced by Mary Lyn Fonua for the University of Glasgow, © Vava’u Press Ltd.
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Design - Colours and Decoration Techniques
The colours used to decorate tapa come from different plant species and ochres and vary from culture to culture. The main colours used are:

Red/Brown is made from the tree
sap of the candlenut (Aleurites
moluccana), bishopwood
(Bischofia javanica), mangrove
(Rhizophora mangle) or ironwood
(Casuarina equisetifolia) depending
on the locality.

Yellow in Polynesia is made from
two principal plants: turmeric
(Curcuma longa) and Indian
mulberry (Morinda citrifolia).
Turmeric was the most widely used
of all Polynesian tapa pigments and
found in every part of the region
except Tonga and Aotearoa New
Zealand.

Black can be made using the soot
given oﬀ during the burning of
candlenut kernels. The soot is mixed
with red/brown sap pigment to create
a glossy black dye. Black is probably
the most important colour of all
Polynesian pigments.

White is the natural colour of
the cloth. It is not added to
tapa, but often shows up as a
natural background, as a
border, or as accents in a
cloth’s overall design.

There were and are multiple tapa decoration techniques in Polynesia, the following being most common or recognisable to a region:

Rubbing is done using pattern
boards/implements that are placed
underneath the tapa. Pigment is
then rubbed on top of the cloth
creating relief patterns.

Hand painting is a widespread
practice. It could be done as a single
design technique or used to enhance
other decorative techniques such as
rubbing or stencilling and printing.

Stencilling is found only in Fiji. It
used to be done using designs
carefully cut into banana leaves.
Since the 1950s, developed x-ray
film has been used for stencils.
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Colouring is the dyeing of an entire
piece of cloth by either almost
completely soaking or painting it in
dye, or burying it in mineral-rich
black mud. A smoking technique
was also used and provides a
uniform colour coverage.

Printing is also known as
stamping. Design motifs are
impressed onto the surface of the
tapa using diﬀerent implements
such as foliage, bamboo liner
stamps, bamboo stem stamps,
etc.

Demonstration - Decoration Techniques

https://youtu.be/ZjUr3joad1Q
This video clip shows the application of decoration (phase 8) in Tonga. Here, the process of rubbing designs using kupesi pattern boards is shown. Hand painting
is also shown towards the end of the clip. As can be seen in both clips in this booklet, the beating and decorating of ngatu (Tongan tapa) is a group activity and
often includes the women singing.
Video: ‘Ngatu: Barkcloth in the Kingdom of Tonga’. Produced by Mary Lyn Fonua for the University of Glasgow
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Feature – Designs on Barkcloth from Tonga (Ngatu)
Important elements of barkcloth from the Pacific Island nation of Tonga are colour, size, designs
and use. Designs encode metaphors and symbolisms, and the overall colour is associated with
social status. Ngatu (Tongan barkcloth) was and continues to be made in large sheets and is
used in important occasions.
The overall design constructs a conceptual framework made up of three elements:
Element 1

straight lines that define the langanga and toka (units of
measurement)

Element 2

the layout for the named motif kupesi set, the pattern board used to print designs
onto the ngatu, which is the essential feature of the whole cloth

Element 3

the decoration or elaboration of the named motif with additional kupesi, such as
flower necklaces (kahoa). The kupesi set may be context-sensitive depending on
whom the completed barkcloth will be presented to and for what occasion,
especially the first presentation.

After its first presentation, the piece is often cut for further presentations. An essential feature of
the finished cloth is the overall concept that derives from the set of kupesi. Evaluative criterion
include how skilfully the finished piece encodes heliaki (hidden meaning by metaphor or
allusion), as well as how the individual kupesi contribute to it, how carefully the tohi ngatu is
executed, the colour of the dyes and how well they have been prepared.
Designs used during the 18th and 19th centuries on ngatu were primarily geometric, but during
the late 19th century naturalistic designs began to be used. However, long before there were
naturalistic designs on ngatu, they appeared on clubs, on one extraordinary food hook collected
on one of Captain Cook’s voyages, and on a piece of ngatu in Florence with human stick figures
remeniscent of that food hook. The famous Hala Paini (Road of Norfolk Pine trees) design goes
back to 1920, when Father Kailao drew the design and it was made into a kupesi by Lopeti
Cocker of Folaha.

Kupesi (pandanus leaf, coconut leaf midrib and coconut coir) used on EBC 43023.
Referred to as a royal kupesi. Kew EBC 42913
Ngatu tāhina. Kew EBC 43023
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Use - Cultural Significance, Distribution and Museums
Historically, tapa was widely used throughout Polynesia both for functional and
ceremonial purposes. A high-status material, tapa was a principal unit of value across the
region. It was evident as bedding, furnishings, structural dividers and interior decoration in
homes and ritual dwellings, personal adornments (dress and body adornments),
ceremonial regalia at weddings, funerals, chiefly installations and milestone birthdays,
exchange presentations, and as ritually sacred objects. This was the case until the
introduction of woven cloth following European contact in the late 18th century. Since then,
tapa manufacture and use began to decline, with some areas of Polynesia such as
Hawai’i completely stopping the practice.
Areas where tapa making and use has been a continuous practice, still recognise its
immense cultural significance. In fact, barkcloth presentations continue to be an essential
part of all important events in Tonga, Samoa and Fiji. Even though it may not be
exchanged or acquired by the same methods as it was historically, its presence in cultural
and ceremonial occasions is still associated with social status and with doing things
‘properly’. Tapa and its associated design motifs have also become popularly used in
urban contemporary contexts including in commercial sectors such as fashion and visual
arts.
Diasporic communities – meaning groups of people who live outside of their source
nation/culture – also continue to make and use tapa. In diasporic Pacific communities,
tapa has often taken on a greater significance because it is a tangible marker and
expression of culture and identity.

Top to Bottom: 1. Ladies laying out a large ngatu (Tongan tapa) for folding, 2. Ladies carrying a
piece of ngatu for presentation, 3. The Queen’s Dancers performing in Tonga, many adorned in
ngatu

Tapa’s historical and
contemporary use is not only
limited to the cultures from
which it is made. Museums,
collectors and dealers all ‘use’
tapa too. Barkcloth has been
repeatedly cut up into sample
pieces and distributed among
people and institutions. Historic
collectors did not value cloths
for their size but instead for
value as tokens of ethnicity or
exemplars of industry. A famous
set of books from 1787
composed by Alexander Shaw
include examples of cut pieces
of tapa collected during the
three voyages of Captain Cook.
Today, museums work to reunite
pieces that have been
separated and many work with
originating communities to learn
more about their tapa
collections.
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Care - Looking After Barkcloth

Barkcloth, or tapa, is an organic material and its lifespan is shortened by use and wear, and by
environmental factors, such as light and high humidity. In the Pacific, tapa is not intended to last
forever. In everyday use, it wears out and is re-purposed; it is cut up for distribution and
continually reused.
Tapa in the Pacific - and that used by Pacific communities around the world - was, and still is,
folded both for presentation and for storage. It is stacked in piles for future use or safe-keeping,
and in some areas it is rubbed with coconut oil to keep it supple while not in use. Laying tapa
out in the morning dew is a regular practice, the sun drying and softening it throughout the day.
Keeping it supple and soft is important because, in many Pacific cultures, tapa is wrapped
around the body and around ceremonial objects, creating creases, folds and movement. In the
Pacific, tapa is meant to deteriorate over time to a certain extent – except in important
ceremonial events, it is meant to be ‘lost’ by those who possess it. Barkcloth is shared in gift
exchanges, can be cut up for distribution, and used for purpose after purpose. If damaged or in
poor condition, a piece is repaired, repurposed and continues its use until it can no longer be.
And even then, it becomes part of something else. Its care reflects its cultural significance. The
sharing and distribution of tapa is starting to shift slightly now with the existence of large
diasporic communities, including in urban contexts within the Pacific, and the sometimes lack of
regular access to tapa, but its care by makers and users remains the same.
In the West, and in museums around the world, a more preservation-focused approach is often
taken, aiming to help artefacts to survive in good condition for as long as possible. If you are
interested in the long-term preservation of your barkcloth – historic or contemporary - rather
than its continued cultural use, the pointers below will help you to care for it.

When applying the western conservation standards which aim to preserve barkcloth for the long
term, the most important aspect of care is to avoid damage by providing good storage and
display conditions:
Store barkcloth flat. Keep small pieces in an acid-free or archival box, wrapped or
interleaved with acid-free tissue paper or washed white cotton cloth. Pad three-dimensional
pieces with tissue paper to hold their shape.
Roll large pieces rather than folding them. Use an acid-free card tube or cover an
ordinary cardboard tube with polythene or aluminium foil as a barrier layer, then tissue
paper or cloth. Place the barkcloth face down on a clear, clean surface, cover with tissue
paper or cloth, and roll, taking care not to set in any creases. Cover with more tissue paper
or a cloth. Store in a clean, dry, dark space.

Care and use of tapa in the Pacific is
demonstrated by 1. folding it for presentation,
2. laying it out for a special occasion, as well
as 3. wrapping it around the body for
performative ceremonies and events
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Care - Museums and Communities
Keep stored tapa in the dark, ideally in boxes. High light levels are very damaging
to organic objects and cause weakening and eventual breakdown of the plant fibres. If
you display barkcloth, put it in a place away from direct light from a window, and don’t
shine bright lights onto it.
High humidity levels can encourage mould growth. Very dry conditions are less of
a problem but can make the cloth more brittle. Keeping barkcloth in an acid-free box
helps to keep the environment stable, but avoid storage in attics and damp basements,
and keep it away from radiators and other heat sources. Most European insect pests
don’t cause problems but insect pest damage is a risk in tropical climates. In these
areas, barkcloth should be inspected regularly for signs of infestation, including insect
frass or droppings (which look like fine sawdust or pellets). Chemical treatments are
not recommended as they are harmful to people. Instead keep barkcloth in clean, dry
conditions with good air circulation and check it regularly.
Hanging barkcloth is a simple display method. Drape it over a padded pole – cover
any wooden elements with a barrier layer (see information on rolling). Strong pieces in
good condition could also be clamped along the upper edge. Conservators in
museums often use rare earth magnets to hold barkcloth in place against a metal
surface or tape, using barrier layers so the magnets aren’t in direct contact with the
cloth. You can frame smaller pieces of barkcloth. Use a reputable picture framer - they
should use acid-free, conservation grade materials and leave a space for air to
circulate between the backboard and the glazing.

If you are worried about the condition of your barkcloth, or need advice on mounting or pest
damage, consult a professional conservator. Ask at your local museum or, in the UK, you can
find a conservator through the Conservation Register maintained by Icon, the UK Institute for
Conservation.

Care & Communities: Today museums recognise they have
responsibilities to the source communities from which their collections
came. This can lead to many steps, but the first is often improved access
for communities by facilitating visits to museum storerooms. The expertise
of source community visitors is crucial in enriching knowledge about their
cultural treasures in museums, and reconnecting them to living people.
Museum collections are also important in helping to preserve traditional
knowledge about the making and design of tapa. Such collections are
often used by contemporary makers seeking to engage with historic
techniques and designs. Museum collections also help to reconnect
families with kinship lineages as, sometimes, the collection history and
accession information leads to connections that have been forgotten or are
unknown to today’s makers. Diasporic Pacific communities also use
museum collectoins to help teach their younger generations about their
cultural heritage; material culture is an important part of identity when living
in a country or area other than one’s ancestral home.

Diﬀerent methods of caring for tapa in museums and at home: 1.
packing a large piece of barkcloth in an acid-free box with rolled
pieces in the background, 2. rolled pieces ready for storage, 3a &
3b. a tiputa (poncho; Kew EBC 42905) before and after storage
treatment
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Project Information and Image Credits

This resource is an output of the project A Living Tradition: Expanding Pacific Engagement with Pacific Barkcloth, a recipient of the UK Arts & Humanities Research Council
(AHRC)’s Follow-On-Funding grant (2020). The grant aimed to encourage impact and engagement to widespread and diverse audiences. Alongside the University of Glasgow, five
UK museums were partners in this project: Horniman Museum & Gardens (London), National Museum of Scotland (Edinburgh), New Walk Museum & Art Gallery (Leicester), Royal
Albert Memorial Museum (Exeter), and Royal Pavilion & Museums (Brighton).
It was an extension of the AHRC-funded research project, Situating Pacific Barkcloth Production in Time and Place, based at the University of Glasgow (2016-19), which drew
upon the historic barkcloth collections of The Hunterian, University of Glasgow; the Economic Botany Collection at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew in London; and the National
Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, USA. Barkcloth manufacture, production and analysis of dyes and colourants formed a large component of
the project’s research findings. Collaboration with contemporary barkcloth makers and plant experts in the Pacific, particularly fieldwork in Hawai‘i, the Cook Islands, Samoa and
Tahiti, was also key to the research.

We are very grateful to the following for use of images and videos:
Andy Mills: paper mulberry stem (p.4), turmeric (p.6), candlenut fruit (p.6)
© Economic Botany Collection, The Trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: 42862/1 (p.3), 43023 (p.8), 42913 (p.8), 3a & 3b (p.11)
Katrina Igglesden: stencilling (p.6)
© Pacific Peoples’ Partnership (www.pacificpeoplespartnership.org): South Pacific Ocean map (p.1), designed by Blair Kennaley
Regina Meredith: harvesting u’a (p.4), o’a dye (p.6)
© The Hunterian, University of Glasgow: E.417/9 (p.2,6), E.667 (p.2), E.670 (p.2), E.417/2 (p.3), E.592/1 (p.3), E.457/2 (p.6), E.458/4 (p.6), Alexander Shaw book (p.9)
© University of Glasgow Centre for Textile Conservation and Technical Art History: 1-2 (p.11)
© Vava’u Press Ltd, produced by Mary Lyn Fonua: phases 1/4/5/8 (p.4), beating bark video clip (p.5), rubbing (p.6), hand painting (p.6), decoration techniques video clip (p.7), 1-3
(p.9), 1-3 (p.10)

This document is © University of Glasgow, and is made available for use under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0, CC BY-SA.
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Useful Resources:

https://www.tapa.gla.ac.uk
https://www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/
https://www.kew.org/science/collections-and-resources/collections/economic-botany-collection
https://www.conservationregister.com
https://www.preservationequipment.com/Catalogue/Archival-Storage/Boxes

